
An important word about ISIS: 

ISIS may completely enslave the Western nations, and bring about complete devolution 
to Western society itself. This may sound like a bold statement, but this is precisely what ISIS 
has done to areas in Iraq and Syria that they have tyrannically subjugated, and this is can be 
observable to any rational human-being in areas of ISIS control, that become liberated by 
Russian forces, Syrian government forces, or US coalition forces. Each re-liberated area tells a 
horrific tale of complete subjugation, rape, and pillage of women, men, and children,
complete with mass gravesites and utter destructive desecration of important cultural and 
historical sites. 

This future enslavement could be in the United States, Canada, Russia, China, Europe, 
etc, and since world governments, and world intelligence agencies that could easily, publicly 
verify the authenticity of the Meier case are not being very pro-active at forming, then 
deploying a true, large multi-national peacekeeping troop force to take the fight right to ISIS, 
and crush ISIS, then strip them of technology and weapons, then banish them from society for 
the rest of their natural lives, with each passing day, ISIS grows more mad with barbaric lusts 
for power and world domination, and their unchecked God-delusion-belief is fueling more 
fanatical terror, and this will only lead to more sectarian violence that may one day in the 
future drive the Western countries' good human nature underground. The fire of untruth in the 
ISIS sub-consciousness, as well as, their unbalanced psyches, are the driving force to 
completely enslave the human consciousnesses of their fellow human-beings by oppressing 
them with Sharia Law.

World governments, and world intelligence agencies have not made the important 
realization that they have lost complete control of ISIS, and do not realize how much they are 
playing with fire for not following Meier's recommendations. This could quite easily thrust our 
society right back into the Dark Ages. At least for the time being, the ISIS "Great Jihad" has 
not happened worldwide, and those in what may become the future <FIGU underground> still 
live in open societies that still have the freedom to make their important cognitions. If ISIS-
initiated enslavement and bondage (Hörigkeit) happens in your country in the future, 
remember your honour in dignity at all times, which is one of the 7 pillars of wisdom and self-
defense should never be forgotten.
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~addendum 9/12/2017 5:37PM CST: Nazism is never the 
answer either.  Areas of Europe affected by masses of 
refugees need to give up the Christian religion, along with 
the religion of the refugees being abandoned ("sleepers" 
included) for both groups to become humane peaceful 
human-beings, to prevent a religious war between 
"sleepers"/other refugees, and Nazi extremists (modus 
extremus).  




